Mammals

Crab-eating macaque (adult)  Crab-eating macaque (juvenile)  Bali squirrel

Short-nosed fruit-bat  Short-nosed fruit-bat (Group)

Reptiles

Water monitor  Water monitor (swimming)  Bali skink (male)
Bali skink (female)  Asian house gecko  Tokay gecko

Flying dragon  Flying dragon (pair)  Water snake

Birds

Blue-tailed bee-eater  Blue-tailed bee-eater (feeding)  Blue-tailed bee-eater (flying)
Yellow-vented bulbul  Sooty-headed bulbul  Common mynah

Pacific swallow  Scaly-breasted munia  Javan munia

Eurasian tree-sparrow  Common iora  White-shouldered triller

Swift  Large-billed crow  Red junglefowl (tame)
Butterflies
Great eggfly
Great eggfly (female form)
Grass yellow

Pea-blue butterfly
Common Mormon (male)
Common pierrot

Unidentified
Unidentified

Other insects

Rhinoceros beetle
Dragonfly
Cricket
Fish

Eastern triangular butterflyfish | Blueline surgeonfish | Parrotfish

Butterflyfish | Hardwick wrasse | Moorish idol

Moorish idol (hiding) | Yellow boxfish | Porcupinefish (dead)
Miscellaneous

Black-spined toad  Sea snail  Land snail

Giant wood spider